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Plummeting Global Auto Sales in February to Only 

Get Worse  

 Global auto sales dropped by over 20% y/y (nsa*) in February following 

January’s 10% y/y decline.  

 This was largely driven by an extraordinary drop of 82% y/y in Chinese 

auto purchases as the economy came to a halt due to the COVID-19 

outbreak.  

 The outbreak was still largely contained to Asia in February, with 

regional auto sales down by almost 50% y/y, including a 32% y/y 

contraction in South Korea. 

 Japanese auto sales dipped by a more modest 10% y/y as the outbreak 

hadn’t yet reached community-spread and containment measures were 

introduced only at the end of the month.  

 European auto sales were already substantially weakened in February 

ahead of the outbreak as the industry adjusted to another tightening of 

emissions regulations. Western European auto sales were down by 7% 

y/y driven by a steep decline of almost 11% y/y in Germany. 

 US and Canadian auto sales still sat in positive territory for February at 

8.4% y/y and 2.1% y/y respectively, likely reflecting some catch-up from 

late-year weakness in 2019 sales activity. 

 With COVID-19 declared a global pandemic on March 11th, auto sales 

around the world are set to plunge further over the next couple of 

months as economic activity is brought to a near-standstill. 

 Most countries are launching exhaustive policy efforts including 

substantial policy rate cuts, major fiscal spending, and market 

interventions to restore function to markets. 

 At present, these measures are more about stemming losses than 

stimulating activity which can only resume when consumers can move 

freely with best-guesses tentatively putting a three-month clock on this.  

SLAMMING ON THE BRAKES 

Global economic growth is set to stall in 2020 as countries around the world 

grapple with the COVID-19 outbreak (chart 2). Scotiabank Economics 

anticipates global GDP growth will be 0% in 2020 as aggressive government 

responses to the COVID-19 pandemic induce broad-based shutdowns and 

massive quarantines around the world. Activity is expected to begin returning to 

normal in the third quarter of 2020, except in countries where containment 

measures were aggressively deployed in the first quarter (essentially the Asian 

economies), where activity should resume in the second quarter.  

*All numbers reported are not seasonally adjusted (nsa), unless otherwise indicated (sa). 
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Impacts of the global pandemic are affecting growth prospects through all 

channels. Most economies are experiencing a substantial reduction in consumption 

as citizens are largely homebound. Business activity is stalling as firms temporarily 

cease operations and this is showing up in forward-looking indicators already (chart 

3). The magnitude of these channels in the short term varies across countries 

depending on the prevalence of the outbreak as well as the aggressiveness of 

government response. Employment claims have also ticked up dramatically in many 

countries as a result. As the pandemic spreads around the world, global demand is 

contracting which will have an even more pronounced impact on export-oriented 

economies. 

Volatility in financial markets and oil prices are also eroding growth. The 

OPEC+ dispute between Russia and Saudi Arabia has caused global oil prices to 

plunge (chart 4), which will exacerbate the impact on oil-exporting countries such as 

Canada. There has also been significant financial market volatility on recessionary 

fears, with equity markets plunging at record pace around the world. The peak-to-

trough decline of the S&P500, for example, has been 35%, with the drop amplified by 

a highly leveraged corporate sector heading into the shock. There has been some 

modest recovery in recent days on major policy announcements in the US but this 

rivals news on escalating cases across the country. 

There are further downside risks to the current outlook. This biggest uncertainty 

remains the duration of the outbreak (and corresponding policy containment 

measures). Few scientists are ready to claim with any confidence that a three-month 

shutdown will be sufficient, with some predicting as long as six months before the risk 

of a second peak is minimized. Scotiabank Economics assigns a probability of 25% 

that the outbreak endures beyond three months. At present, most governments are 

going week-to-week and not putting concrete timelines on outlooks.  

CHRONICAL OF A DECLINE FORETOLD 

China’s experience offers some insights for the rest of the world. The COVID-19 

outbreak took off in Wuhan over the course of January with unprecedented 

quarantines and mandated shutdowns in effect. Not surprisingly, economic activity 

plummeted—including trade, industrial activity, and sentiment—through end-

February.  

A precarious resumption of activity has been reported in March. After almost two 

months of aggressive containment measures, activity is reportedly returning to life. 

China reported a rebound in its Purchasing Manufacturers’ Index in March to 53 from 

28.9 (above 50 signals an expansion) though state-reported data should be taken with 

a grain of salt. It will still be weeks before other traditional economic indicators are 

available, but higher frequency alternative data sources are showing signs of activity 

(chart 5). But as elaborated in our recent Global Week Ahead, there is a still a risk of 

a second wave of infections, as well as economic spillback as dampened global 

demand weighs on production.  

It would be premature to suggest that a limited two-month pullback either for 

China or other countries around the world is realistic. As noted earlier, 

Scotiabank Economics’ current forecasts assume activity resumes in the third quarter 

of the year, while acknowledging considerable downside risk. Scotiabank Economics 

anticipates more frequent revisions to its forecasts as events unfold. 
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AIN’T SEEN NOTHING YET 

The 21% y/y decline in global auto sales in February rivals the worst sales month 

of the global financial crisis. In November 2008, global auto sales plunged by 25% y/y, 

driven by a decline of almost 40% in the US. Global monthly declines above 20% y/y 

persisted for another two months before a gradual return to positive territory over the next 

five months. US auto sales, on the other hand, witnessed another eight consecutive sales 

months of 40% y/y monthly declines before beginning to turn around (chart 6). By the end 

of 2009, global auto sales eked out a modest increase of 4% growth as a 20% y/y annual 

retrenchment in US auto sales was offset by a boost of over 50% in Chinese auto 

purchases. 

Global auto sales are about to plunge much further to unprecedented depths in 

the coming months. Chinese auto sales in February foreshadow what is to come for 

the rest of the world. Its strict containment measures and near-halt of its economy led to 

an 82% y/y dip in monthly auto sales as most dealers closed temporarily (chart 7). 

Recall, its January sales were down by 20% y/y as shutdowns began near the latter part 

of the month. Other countries in the region also saw serious declines, for example South 

Korea (32% y/y). 

The dip in Japanese auto sales was relatively more modest in February at 10% y/y. 

This marks the fifth month of similar declines since the consumption tax was raised in 

October. Japan was initially able to stave off an outbreak at home but this has since 

changed with the Prime Minister mandating broad shutdowns at the end of February 

which means the country will see massive declines in auto sales ahead. Similarly, India 

had avoided an earlier outbreak (or at least the detection of one) but February sales 

were still weak with a decline of 12% y/y. With a three-week lockdown announced in 

early March, its sales outlook will deteriorate further.  

With the epicentre moving to Europe in early March, similar order of magnitude 

drops can be anticipated in this region in the coming months. That is, in countries 

hit first—Italy and Spain—as well as those that aimed to pre-emptively halt activities 

(e.g., Germany), auto sales declines well above 50% can be expected in March with 

even steeper declines approaching China’s 80% in April.  

North American sales face a similar outlook albeit with another lag. The epicentre 

shifted once again from Europe to the US in late March. Slower containment measures 

in the US may arguably mitigate March sales losses, but could have higher 

consequences in subsequent months to the extent more aggressive and broad-based containment measures are in place. 

Already, President Trump has announced a shutdown through April.  

While Canada is experiencing a spread of the virus across most parts of the country including its four largest 

provinces, it is not at the level of the US. Arguably Canada’s earlier policy interventions are slowing the relative spread, 

though it is too early to definitely take much security in this as its peaks will still be significant relative to capacity. Canadian 

auto sales are discussed in more detail later. 

Mexico saw its first positive sales month in more than a year in February (albeit marginally at 0.3% y/y) but its outlook 

will deteriorate substantially as well. While reported cases on a per capita basis still lag its North American peers, prior 

weakness heading into the outbreak, its oil dependency, and external exposure have already led to a downgrade by one rating 

agency.  
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Other Latin American economies face a mixed outlook but significant downward pressures. The COVID-19 outbreak is 

most prevalent in Chile, which along with pre-crisis domestic instability related to constitutional reform, will weigh on its auto sales 

outlook. Its auto sales were already down by over 10% in February. Countries such as Peru and Colombia on the other hand will 

be buffered somewhat by meagre-but-still positive economic growth. 

FORECASTING IN UNPRECENTED TIMES 

Auto sales forecasting has wide bands of uncertainty at the best of times. In any given country, auto sales are driven by 

fundamentals (such as national wealth, employment and income growth, credit conditions and population dynamics). In the near-

term, many of these factors will be dwarfed by immediate impacts of the outbreak that are keeping consumers home and 

dealerships closed (or largely empty). Consequently, arguably the most important driver of 2020 auto sales outlooks is the 

duration of this shutdown. Our current forecasts—or better yet ‘guesstimates’—are based on a three-month assumption. 

Auto sales across countries will then vary based on a variety of factors. Additional headwinds for some countries include a 

higher viral outbreak, domestic instability headed into the shock, and limited policy space to respond. Those countries that have 

pre-emptively introduced stringent containment measures may experience sharper near-term contractions but could have 

stronger rebounds later in the year as the impact on consumer confidence may be smaller. Similarly, those that deploy substantial 

fiscal and monetary responses should see faster recoveries and stronger rebounds post-crisis. See Chart 8 and Table 1 (back) 

for current forecasts. 

Global auto sales could be down by almost 20% y/y in 2020 (chart 9). These declines would be broad-based around the 

globe and concentrated in the first and second quarters of the year with Asia driving first-quarter trends and Europe and North 

America behind second-quarter declines. Note, our current forecasts for China—with an 18% y/y decline pencilled in for 2020—

does not include the potential for substantial government purchase incentives which has been a tool deployed in the past. 

 

CLOSER LOOK AT CANADIAN AUTO SALES 

February auto sales in Canada are stale. With the data caveat that a shift to quarterly reporting by the vast majority of auto 

makers renders this data tentative, preliminary estimates for auto sales suggest a boost of 2.1% y/y (nsa) growth at a seasonally 

adjusted annualized rate of 1.98 mn units in February. This translates into an uptick of 3% (sa) in the month-over-month selling 

rate. Our earlier forecasts had anticipated 1.915 mn sales for 2020. The early-year pick-up in auto sales through February likely 

reflected some catch-up from a very weak final quarter in 2019 with final quarter GDP essentially flat. But broader trends have 

translated into anaemic household consumption and auto sales despite decent job and wage performance prior to the pandemic.  
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March auto sales—due imminently—will likely show substantial declines in the 

order of 15% y/y. Alarms really started going off in mid-March, with school closures 

across most of the country beginning in the week of March 16th, followed by the 

mandatory shutdown of non-essential business activity the week after in the two 

largest provinces. Other provinces have been following suit. Though auto dealerships 

in some provinces have been deemed essential, consumers are not out shopping. 

Only urgent replacement purchases and end-of-lease transactions are expected for 

the most part in the near-term. April sales declines could conceivably bottom out at 

around 80% y/y as the virus continues to escalate over the month while quarterly 

trends would broadly mirror economic projections (chart 10). 

Under current assumptions, we can expect an annual sales decline of about 

20% y/y to 1.55 mn units in Canada. The most serious contraction in auto sales 

would occur in the second quarter of the year where quarterly sales could be down by 

almost 60% y/y on a seasonally adjusted basis. A recovery would start to take hold 

over the summer months and beyond though it would take some time (chart 11). A full 

rebound to pre-crisis levels took three years after the Global Financial Crisis at an 

average pace of 7% y/y. We ascribe a 9% y/y rate of recovery in 2021 given the 

different nature of the present shock (i.e., sharper but shorter). Under a scenario 

where the outbreak continues well-through the summer, the annual sales decline 

could be in the order of 40% y/y. The rebound would be slower along with some 

erosion of sales potential given likely higher unemployment levels associated with a 

longer recession.  

The government of Canada is launching substantial stimulus measures. This 

includes major fiscal stimulus that could see deficits approaching 7% of GDP by our 

estimates, including through 75% wage subsidies for all businesses and other entities. 

The focus of fiscal measures are necessarily about keeping households and business 

afloat through the worst of the shock, as opposed to actually stimulating incremental 

demand. The Bank of Canada has also lowered policy rates by 150 basis points to its 

zero-lower bound since the onset of the crisis, as well as launched a whole host of 

market interventions, including a commitment to substantial quantitative easing. The 

Bank’s measures aim to improve the functioning of markets where credit risk and 

liquidity premiums have spiked across almost all risk-free asset classes and 

maturities. The auto sector has been hit particularly hard though these pressures 

should abate as the Bank’s measures take effect. 
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Table 2 — North American Production Outlook  

Table 3 — Provinces Motor Vehicle Sales Outlook (thousands of units ann.)* **  

Table 1 — Global Auto Sales Outlook (mns units)  

2019 2020 2020f 2021f

Feb.

North American Production* 16.3           16.8           16.8           13.0       14.6       

    Canada 2.3             1.9             1.7             1.2         1.4         

    United States 10.7           10.9           11.1           8.9         10.0       

    Mexico 3.3             4.0             4.0             2.9         3.2         

*Includes light, medium and heavy trucks.

Sources: Ward's Automotive Reports, Statistics Canada, DesRosiers Automotive Consultants Inc.

2010–18

(millions of units, annualised)

2020f 2021f

Canada 1,809       1,984       1,922       1,552    1,696    3.0 2.1 1.3 1,977

Atlantic 133          130          137          114       120       -5.5 3.5 -0.6 283

Central 1,141       1,285       1,243       1,005    1,106    -11.1 -1.3 0.5 2,505

    Quebec 432          450          454          360       394       -12.8 -5.3 1.4 899

    Ontario 709          835          789          645       712       -10.2 0.8 0.1 1,606

West 535          565          540          433       470       6.3 9.2 3.5 1,116

    Manitoba 54            66            53            47         50         4.0 15.4 6.5 109

    Saskatchewan 53            49            46            41         44         1.3 4.4 1.0 94

    Alberta 235          230          227          170       188       6.4 10.7 6.3 482

    British Columbia 193          220          214          175       188       7.9 7.1 0.4 431

*Includes cars and light trucks. **Scotiabank estimates.                                                                                                 

Sources: Statistics Canada, Canadian Vehicle Manufacturers' Association.

 2020 YTD, 

SAAR 

 Feb-20, NSA % 

y/y 

 2020 YTD, NSA 

% y/y 

2010–18 20192018  Feb-20, SA % m/m 

2010-18 2018 2019 2020f Feb-20, SA % m/m Feb-20, NSA % y/y 2020 YTD, NSA % 

y/y

2020 YTD, 

SAAR

Total Sales 70.6 78.9 75.0 60.5 -11.8 -20.7 -15.2 55.2

North America 18.6 20.6 20.2 16.0 -0.1 7.3 3.7 20.2

Canada 1.81 1.98 1.92 1.55 3.0 2.1 1.3 1.98

United States 15.5 17.2 17.0 13.4 -0.5 8.4 4.5 16.8

Mexico 1.20 1.43 1.32 1.00 5.2 0.3 -2.9 1.38

Western Europe 12.9 14.1 14.1 11.1 3.0 -7.0 -7.4 13.3

Germany 3.2 3.4 3.6 2.9 -1.6 -10.8 -9.0 3.3

United Kingdom 2.3 2.4 2.3 1.8 5.3 -2.9 -5.8 2.4

Eastern Europe 3.4 3.2 3.0 2.5 -1.4 -1.8 -1.1 3.0

Russia 2.1 1.8 1.8 1.4 -7.0 -7.3 -4.4 1.6

Asia 31.6 37.0 33.8 27.9 -48.9 -48.8 -30.7 14.8

China 19.5 23.7 21.4 17.5 -80.0 -81.7 -43.5 3.5

India 3.3 4.0 3.6 2.9 -4.9 -11.6 -8.0 3.5

Japan 5.1 5.3 5.2 4.3 0.4 -10.3 -10.9 4.7

South America 4.3 4.0 3.8 3.1 6.0 -0.4 -2.5 3.9

Brazil 2.94 2.48 2.67 2.10 10.1 1.6 -0.9 2.81

Chile 0.34 0.42 0.37 0.30 -2.4 -10.3 -11.4 0.35

Colombia 0.26 0.25 0.26 0.24 0.4 9.8 11.7 0.27

Peru 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.15 -4.9 0.5 1.3 0.16

 Sources: Scotiabank Economics, W ard's Automotive Reports, Bloomberg.  
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